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CASINO (BURSWOOD ISLAND) AGREEMENT AMENDMENT BILL 2003 
Consideration in Detail 

Resumed from 13 August.   

Clause 7:  Sections 11 to 17 inserted -  
Debate was adjourned after the clause had been partly considered.   

Clause put and passed.   

Clause 8 put and passed.   

Title put and passed.   
Leave granted to proceed forthwith to third reading.  

Third Reading 

MR E.S. RIPPER (Belmont - Treasurer) [10.18 am]:  I move -  

That the Bill be now read a third time.   

MR R.F. JOHNSON (Hillarys) [10.18 am]:  I will be brief.  The Opposition does not wish to delay this Bill at 
all.  I take this opportunity to make a small contribution to the debate on this Bill because of my shadow 
portfolio of tourism.  I will say a few words about the issues that have been covered by other members and put 
on record my support for the Bill.  I know that the Leader of the Opposition had some concern about various 
parts of the Bill because of a genuine concern for the parochial feelings that the Liberal Party has about Western 
Australia and the wonderful facilities at Burswood Casino.  I understand his concerns about the eventual 
management of the casino, and I share some of them.  However, they have been addressed and I hope that they 
will come to nothing.  We hope that the casino will remain under Australian ownership - predominantly by 
Western Australians - and be properly managed from Western Australia.  The Opposition is concerned that it 
might be taken over by a conglomerate of casinos and could become an insignificant part of that larger 
conglomerate.   

The Burswood Casino is more than just a casino.  Although the casino is an extremely vital part of that facility, it 
must be recognised that the Burswood Resort Hotel is the prime tourism location in Perth.  Many international 
visitors spend time in the Burswood Casino and use the other facilities that are available.  The hotel has a 
fantastic theatre, which stages some top shows.  It has one of the best hotels in Perth, and dare I say in Western 
Australia.  The hotel also has wonderful sporting facilities, and its exhibition centre, which attracts many people, 
is second to none.  That is due to the tremendous management of the Burswood Casino.  I commend John 
Schaap, the general manager, for the tremendous work he has done in revitalising the Burswood complex.  It also 
has other tremendous staff, including the manager of the hotel.  The managers of the other parts of the Burswood 
International Resort Casino are very professional and do a wonderful job.   

The refurbishment of the Burswood resort over the past few years is very timely.  As the shadow Minister for 
Tourism, I welcome it.  Many visitors who come to Western Australia want to enjoy their time here.  Regardless 
of whether they are gamblers, the Burswood Casino has a fantastic casino to enjoy.  I go into the casino about 
once a year, because I am not a big gambler.  However, like many other people, I enjoy going there because it is 
an experience.  Even if people do not gamble more than $50 or $100, which might be a lot to some people, 
including me, the ambience and experience of visiting the casino is second to none.  I have visited other casinos 
in Australia and indeed the world.  The Burswood Casino and the resort have much to offer people who come to 
Western Australia.   
Some high rollers from overseas visit the casino to gamble.  That is their enjoyment in life.  If they have plenty 
of money and can afford to do so, that is their right.  Everybody has the right to spend their money how they 
want to.  It is their right to come and enjoy themselves.  Some visitors gamble a lot of money in the casino.  
Sometimes they win and sometimes they lose.  The Government obviously receives a good amount of tax on all 
the betting that goes on in the casino.  The people of Western Australia benefit from that revenue.   
Visitors who come to Perth to have a flutter in the Burswood Casino stay at the hotel and also visit other parts of 
Western Australia to see the wonderful tourism icons in this State.  It has some of the most wonderful and 
diverse tourism icons in the world.  They include the Burswood Casino and the Burswood resort in Perth, the 
wonderful forests and features in the south west, including Albany, and the attractions in the far north, including 
Broome and the Kimberley.  
Mr M.J. Birney:  And the goldfields.   
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Mr R.F. JOHNSON:  The member for Kalgoorlie has reminded me that the goldfields is a wonderful place to 
visit.  I am sure overseas tourists visit that area.  Western Australia has such a diverse range of icons and it has 
the most wonderful reef in the world.  Ningaloo Reef is a beautiful reef.  It is probably the best reef in the world 
and I encourage people to see its beauty.  I equate Ningaloo Reef with owning the most beautiful diamond ring 
in the world: it is no good if it is kept in a safe forever and a day; people like to see and enjoy the beauty of it.  
That is how I compare Ningaloo Reef.  People should take the opportunity to enjoy its beauty.   
Madam Deputy Speaker, I know that I am talking about the Ningaloo Reef, but I am trying to link it to the 
reasons that people visit Western Australia, why they stay at the Burswood International Resort Casino and why 
they will spend their money in the casino.  The taxpayers benefit from all of that.  The casino is one of the most 
tremendous tourism attractions in Perth and probably in Western Australia.   
MR M.J. BIRNEY (Kalgoorlie) [10.25 am]:  I will summarise some of the issues that were raised during the 
second reading debate and the consideration in detail stage.  There has been some concern that lifting the 10 per 
cent cap on shareholding may result in the eastern States’ interests taking a major stake in the Burswood Casino 
in Western Australia.  I have no doubt that that could happen.  However, I do not think that will necessarily be a 
bad thing.  If, for instance, the owners of the Star City Hotel and Casino or the Crown Casino were to take a 
reasonably sized interest in the Burswood Casino, it would be in their best interest to promote the Burswood 
Casino to their national and international customers.  It follows that we could get a flow-on effect from the 
eastern States’ casinos that we would not otherwise receive.   
Yesterday the Leader of the Opposition made a good point that is worth reiterating.  He said he holds very grave 
concerns that as a result of the passage of this legislation, the Burswood Casino might ultimately be delisted.  If 
that happened, it would be a sad day for Western Australia and it would be a sad day for future potential 
investors in the Burswood Casino who reside in Western Australia.  The casino was originally set up with a cap 
on shareholding to ensure that mums and dads, particularly those in Western Australia, were given an adequate 
opportunity to invest in our number one tourism icon.  That is important.  We have reached a stage of maturity at 
which if the Burswood Casino is to expand, it must have options to raise capital.  The primary way to do that is 
to promote its shares on the market.   
The 10 per cent cap that is in place restricts the share price.  It is my view that the share price will slowly move 
north when that cap is lifted.  If that allows the Burswood Casino to float more shares on the market at an 
increased price and to then spend the capital it raises on the Burswood Casino and its facilities and functions at 
Burswood, that is ultimately in the best interests of all Western Australians.  That is why the Opposition will 
support this legislation.  However, I hold some concerns that the Burswood Casino could be delisted in the future 
if somebody is able to buy a big enough stake in it.  That will be an issue for the Government of the day to 
manage.   
Without wanting to labour the point too much, it is important to put on the record clearly and concisely the 
involvement of the former Labor senator Graham Richardson in this process.  It was revealed during the 
consideration in detail stage that the former Labor senator has played a very significant part in lifting the 10 per 
cent cap on the Burswood Casino shareholding.  When asked these questions, the Treasurer initially attempted to 
dance around the subject.  He attempted to tiptoe through the tulips and do anything but answer the question.  It 
was only under constant questioning from the Opposition that he gave us a slightly unclear version of the events 
that took place with regard to Mr Richardson’s meeting with Hon Nick Griffiths, Minister for Racing and 
Gaming. 
I asked the Treasurer whether the Government had decided to lift that 10 per cent cap before or after Mr 
Richardson had met with Hon Nick Griffiths.  Of course, the Treasurer refused to answer and said that he did not 
know because he was not at the meeting.  In the next breath, he told us his adviser, Barry Sargeant, who was in 
this Chamber during consideration in detail, was at that meeting.  When I asked the Treasurer to lean over and 
ask his adviser what was said at the meeting, once again the Treasurer went into a tailspin and did everything but 
answer the question.  It emerged during consideration in detail that Mr Richardson had met with Hon Nick 
Griffiths and had expressed the view to him that the 10 per cent cap on shareholdings might be removed.  We all 
know that Mr Richardson is a paid employee of Publishing and Broadcasting Ltd, which is one of the parties that 
may well be interested in gaining an increased stake in the casino.  There we have it: a former Labor power 
broker approached the Western Australian Minister for Racing and Gaming with a specific request to lift the 10 
per cent cap on shareholdings in the casino, which was ultimately agreed to by the Western Australian Labor 
Government.  People can make up their own mind whether that was an untoward process.  What was interesting 
and what greatly increased my suspicion was the way the Treasurer went about answering my question.  He did 
everything but answer the question.  It was only under duress during consideration in detail that the Treasurer 
admitted that Graham Richardson had made that approach to Hon Nick Griffiths and the decision to lift the cap 
was made subsequent to the meeting of Hon Nick Griffiths with Graham Richardson.  It is important that the 
record reflect that version of events.  
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The other point I will reiterate that we spoke about during the second reading debate is the increased number of 
licences given to the casino to operate electronic gaming machines.  Although the environment in Western 
Australia does not lend itself to poker machines and electronic gaming machines operating in pubs and clubs, as 
they do in the eastern States -   

Mr E.S. Ripper:  What’s your view on that matter?  Do you have a view on that matter?   
Mr M.J. BIRNEY:  The Burswood Casino is a Mecca for gambling. 
Mr E.S. Ripper:  Why will you not take an interjection?  
Mr J.A. McGinty:  He doesn’t want to go on the record on that one.  
Mr M.J. BIRNEY:  I will get to it.  
Mr J.A. McGinty:  He would rather be two-faced I think.  
Mr E.S. Ripper:  You’re having a bit of trouble answering that question.  
Mr M.J. BIRNEY:  The casino is a Mecca for gambling in Western Australia.  It is generally recognised that it 
will and should have electronic gaming machines and that that activity should be confined to the Burswood 
Casino.  I support that view.  I hope the Treasurer is happy with that answer.  However, the events that have 
unfolded at the casino in recent times are unfortunate.  There has been a move away from the social atmosphere 
in the casino in favour of electronic gaming machines.  I refer to the two bars that overlook the gaming floor at 
the casino, which no longer exist in their original form, but which existed for quite some time.  The first bar is 
situated on the right-hand side near the main entrance.  It was a socially interactive little bar and lent itself to 
enjoyment by people who do not necessarily go to the casino to gamble but to have a drink and a chat.  The other 
bar is the cabaret bar on the other side of the gaming room floor.  It was an excellent facility that managed to 
attract exceptionally good international and national acts to Perth.  That cabaret floor has now disappeared in 
favour of gaming machines.  Perhaps only 10 per cent remains of the bars in their original form.  Although I 
support Burswood in its endeavours to use electronic gaming machines and believe that the general view in the 
community is that the casino should accommodate them, I do not support increasing the number of licences to 
the casino for gaming machines at the expense of that element of social interaction.  Exactly that has happened at 
the Burswood Casino in recent times.  I am particularly disappointed about that, as are some of the people who 
frequent the casino from time to time and who do not necessarily go there to gamble.  Having said all that, the 
Opposition supports the passage of this Bill.  It will watch its progress closely and with interest.  If at the end of 
the day it means the Burswood management is able to float more shares onto the market at a higher price and use 
that capital to improve the already fantastic facilities at the casino, of course that will have the support of the 
Liberal Party in this State.  
MR E.S. RIPPER (Belmont - Treasurer) [10.35 am]:  I thank the Liberal Opposition for its wholehearted 
support of this agreement, negotiated between the Government and the Burswood International Resort Casino.  
The present position of the Liberal Party on this agreement is in contrast with earlier statements made by the 
Leader of the Opposition.  At the time the agreement was announced, it appeared that the Opposition would do 
everything possible to cast doubt on the Government’s motives and the nature of the agreement that had been 
released.  Clearly, the Opposition has had an opportunity to reflect in a more sober fashion on the nature of the 
agreement and has seen its merit.  I am very pleased it has had that change of heart.  Nevertheless, in the debate, 
the Opposition made a significant attempt to try to taint the agreement by casting aspersions on the 
Government’s motives for reaching agreement.  I point out to the Liberal Opposition that although it thinks it is 
insulting and attacking the Government with those assertions, it is also insulting the businesspeople with whom 
the Government has negotiated.  The Government negotiated in a very proper fashion with Burswood and it 
reached an agreement on the merits of the issue.  If people seek to attack the Government’s motives for reaching 
that agreement, as well as attacking the Government, they are attacking the casino and its integrity in the conduct 
of those negotiations.  
The Opposition attempted to make much in the consideration in detail stage of a single meeting between Mr 
Graham Richardson and the Minister for Racing and Gaming.  I am surprised the Opposition did that because I 
understand Mr Richardson is an employee of PBL, which is a major business in this country.  A major business 
in this country seeking a meeting with the State Government on matters of mutual interest can expect to be 
granted a meeting of that nature.  PBL’s position on relevant matters is well known, and it has been publicly 
canvassed on many occasions.  PBL could not have said anything to the Government on this issue that has not 
been in the public arena.  It is a sad situation when the mere fact that an employee of a major business who 
happens to have been a Labor member of Parliament is used to attempt to taint any negotiations that business 
might have with the Government.  If it is okay for former Liberal members of Parliament to participate in the 
business world, it should be okay for former Labor members of Parliament to do so.  We will always engage in 
dialogue with major businesses because that is an important aspect of the proper protection and advancement of 
the State’s interests.   
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I was not present at the meeting about which the Opposition asked questions, but during the course of the debate 
I had some quick conversations with the man who was present at that meeting, the Director General of the 
Department of Racing, Gaming and Liquor, and as I conducted those conversations with him I was able to learn 
a little more information about what occurred at the meeting.  Nevertheless, that is very much a side issue.   
The Government did not negotiate with Publishing and Broadcasting Ltd on this matter; it negotiated with 
Burswood.  The Government reached a proper agreement with Burswood on the merits of the issue.  One of the 
important issues for the Government was the need to maintain Burswood’s competitive position in a regional 
gambling market, which has become much more competitive since Burswood was established.  Burswood is a 
major employer of Western Australians.  We took the interests of those Western Australians at Burswood very, 
very seriously.  We wanted to make sure that in our discussions with Burswood we did not hamper Burswood’s 
ability to compete in an increasingly competitive regional gambling market.  That is why we agreed with 
Burswood to reduce the tax on international gamblers.  The reason was to advance the employment and 
development prospects at Burswood. 

Finally, Burswood is a major tourist facility in Western Australia, quite apart from its gambling operations.  We 
want Burswood to succeed and prosper in its operations.  That is important for the tourist industry in this State 
and it is also important for the people who work there.  We believe that this agreement is a fair agreement that 
will assist Burswood to prosper and will protect the employment prospects at the casino and return a fair revenue 
increase to the taxpayers of Western Australia.  I am very pleased that the Liberal Opposition, after initially 
playing quite opportunistic politics with this matter, has seen sense - at least most of them have - and the Liberal 
Party party room has voted to support this legislation. 
Question put and passed. 
Bill read a third time and transmitted to the Council. 
 


